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“FAMILY MATTERS” 

SUGGESTED ERA OF PLAY: TNG  
SUGGESTED SPOTLIGHT ROLE: ANY ROLE  

SYNOPSIS 

When an away mission leads to the capture of a 
band of criminals breaking into the administrative 
center of a Federation colony, one of the bridge 
crew is shocked to see their younger sibling, Sam, 
amongst them. Things because even more 
complicated, though, when Sam insists that the 
criminals’ mission was to stop a worse crime from 
taking place. Can they believe them? 

OPENING LOG 

“We are in the Alkalai Sector having successfully 
completed the transport of upgraded velocity sensors 
to the Federation colony on Corvan II. The mining 
colony is a shining example of determination, the 
people having recovered from the Federation-Klingon 
War of 2256. They are now in the midst of 
eliminating dangerous industrial pollutants caused 
by decades of lax dilithium mining procedures.” 

 

Choose your Sam 

MAJOR BEATS 

THE BREAK-IN 

The away team is completing a dinner with Mining 
Administrator Jack Alice when a report comes in that 
the administration center has just suffered a break-
in. The away team responds only to find a series of 
computer-lock outs and locked doors to get through 
before they can arrive at the scene of the crime. 

THE ADMIN OFFICE 

Once the team makes it into the office, they find 
three intruders, one of which is Sam, hacking the 
computers. There might be a scuffle or shoot out 
before the intruders are subdued. Social Conflict 
erupts when the sibling of Sam demands to 
understand the reason for such actions. Sam claims 
that they are trying expose a crime, Jack Alice’s sex 
trafficking network. Conversely, Jack claims that 
Sam’s group have a criminal network of miners and 
pilots who smuggle out dilithium and that Sam’s 
group are planting false evidence in the computers 
and making false accusations to cover their tracks. 

INVESTIGATING THE CRIME 

Sam was looking for proof that Jack conspired with 
Orion traders to falsify inventory and ship registry 
records, allowing the Orions to smuggle out 10% of 
annual dilithium mined. Alice would receive 
payment in the form of Orion sex slaves, which he 
could then offer to sick-minded freighter crews 
netting a steady profit while satisfying his own dark 
desires.  

MINOR BEATS 

Medical or science officers might start searching the 
base for evidence of Orion slaves. This investigation 
would take them into deep, dark, and deplorable 
areas of the mine. Command officers could engage 
in Social Conflict with Starfleet Command, as Sam 
has quite the criminal record and they could feel the 
investigation is compromised due to the sibling 
relationship. 

KEY NPCS 

Search our site for ADV012 for stats and further 
information on Sam, stats for a Mining Colony, or 
Orions. Use Starfleet Engineering Specialist 
(Engineering Division p.91) with the Focus of Mining 
Operations for Administrator Jack Alice, and 
Starfleet Engineer (Core p.315) for mining personnel.  

CONCLUSION 

The gamemaster can decide whether Sam is lying or 
not. As the players make assumptions, feel free to 
change the outcome to help them confront their 
biases. If you decide to go the route that Jack is the 
criminal, it is possible that Starfleet will consider 
Sam’s actions and consider expunging their criminal 
record. This would leave a happy ending cliffhanger. 

ADDING THIS MISSION TO YOUR 
CAMPAIGN 

The mission can be adapted for a variety of time 
periods. You may just need to make up a colony 
since Corvan II is a canon colony. 

https://continuingmissionsta.com/
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Corvan_II
https://continuingmissionsta.com/2019/06/25/sam-your-criminal-sibling/
https://continuingmissionsta.com/2020/07/25/the-federation-mining-colony
https://continuingmissionsta.com/2017/12/01/ten-forward-fridays-orion/
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